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A WORD FROM THE PREZ
by , WCC President Allan Pentecost

It is my pleasure to extend a hardy welcome to our newest member
Francis Liberatori and his wife Ann. Francis served active duty from
1957 to 1983. He was part of AFTAC from 1965 to 1971, and was at
McClellan in the 1155th Chemistry section. Along with all of the other
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Unfortunately, the pandemic is still making its mark. We decided to
postpone our Spring Picnic/BBQ until September 18 due to the
restrictions that are still in place. Refer to our website “Events” page for
any updates especially as we approach that date, to make sure there are
no changes. I hope everyone is staying safe and healthy. I am really
looking forward to when we can see each other again.

THE NEVER ENDING WAR COMES TO US!
By: Don King, Newsletter Editor

Class-against-class in the United States?! This nation is like no other in
history. We were not a single ethnic people overthrowing another to
become one. We are a “melting pot” of every nationality in the world!
Since 1900, the overthrow of a nation has required a simple formula.
First, there must be a clash between two classes. Second, this must
escalate in violence to a high enough level to create the third element:
revolution. Fourth, a strong leader must emerge to lead the revolution
under the guise of bringing peace and prosperity. Fifth, the leader
consolidates power and disposes of those who helped but are capable of
taking over control. All the time, the people are giving up rights in
exchange for the common good. But to make this all work, either two real
classes must exist or they must be manufactured using deceit and false
information and events. Half-stories of real events will work, like the
burning of the Reichstag in Germany at Hitler’s direction. We are facing
this in the largely false narrative that all police are dangerous to all of us.
Using this as a catalyst, mob violence is orchestrated in a moment’s
notice at any potentially useful event involving police. Apathy and
empathy of everyone else are necessary for this to become successful.
Just as AFTAC has preemptively kept the lid on nuclear attacks for about
70 years, we must actively protect our rights and our constitution. One
nation, under God! We must win!
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